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Atomic-Scale Variability and Control
of III-V Nanowire Growth Kinetics
Y.-C. Chou,1,2 K. Hillerich,3 J. Tersoff,4 M. C. Reuter,4 K. A. Dick,3,5 F. M. Ross4*
In the growth of nanoscale device structures, the ultimate goal is atomic-level precision. By
growing III-V nanowires in a transmission electron microscope, we measured the local kinetics
in situ as each atomic plane was added at the catalyst-nanowire growth interface by the
vapor-liquid-solid process. During growth of gallium phosphide nanowires at typical V/III
ratios, we found surprising fluctuations in growth rate, even under steady growth conditions.
We correlated these fluctuations with the formation of twin defects in the nanowire, and found
that these variations can be suppressed by switching to growth conditions with a low V/III
ratio. We derive a growth model showing that this unexpected variation in local growth kinetics
reflects the very different supply pathways of the V and III species. The model explains under
which conditions the growth rate can be controlled precisely at the atomic level.
he self-assembly of III-V semiconductors
into nanowires via a catalytic particle provides rich opportunities for the formation of structures that are difficult to grow by
more conventional techniques: heterostructures
composed of highly mismatched materials (1, 2),
metastable crystal structures (3), and new configurations such as nanowires with regularly
arranged defects (4, 5). Precise control over this
vapor-liquid-solid growth process, which takes
place bilayer-by-bilayer at the catalyst-nanowire
(111) interface (6, 7), is key to the formation
of such structures and their development for
new electronic and optical applications. Variability in the growth process can complicate the
formation of precisely controlled individual structures or arrays of identical structures, but may also
provide new pathways for understanding growth
and developing new crystal configurations.
We used in situ transmission electron microscopy to provide a direct view of the addition of
each atomic bilayer to Au-catalyzed GaP nanowires. Under typical growth conditions, where P
is supplied in excess, we found marked changes
in growth rate from one atomic layer to the next.
The observed variability was much greater than
expected from nucleation statistics (8) and was
found to be correlated with the formation of defects in the nanowire. The variability can be
suppressed by reducing the P supply relative to
Ga. This dependence on growth conditions can
be understood via a simple model as resulting
from the very different transport mechanisms for
the two species.
Nanowire growth was carried out in an ultrahighvacuum transmission electron microscope (UHV
TEM) capable of flowing reactive gases over a
heated sample (9). III-V growth has not been
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widely studied in the TEM (10, 11) because of
the complications involved with handling the
necessary precursor gases. However, by flowing
trimethylgallium (TMGa) and phosphine (PH3)
at 10−5 torr over samples heated to ~440°C, we
were able to grow GaP nanowires from Au at
rates of 0.1 to 3 nm min−1. Because these rates are
low, we used samples on which nanowire “stubs”
~1 mm in length and 30 to 50 nm in diameter had
been grown ex situ from Au aerosol particles

(12), and observed the continued growth at the
tips. Movies of growth were recorded using
dark-field imaging conditions. We identified
the instant at which each atomic layer adds to
the nanowire by measuring the configuration
of the catalyst-nanowire interface: Each change
in the geometry at the trijunction indicates the
moment at which a bilayer adds to the nanowire
(11). Simultaneously, changes in image contrast indicate the formation of twin defects in the
nanowire (see supplementary text). The observations therefore clarify the relationship among
layer-by-layer growth kinetics, nanowire structure, pressure, and temperature. We quantified
GaP nanowire growth for temperatures of 400°
to 440°C. This temperature is within the range
used in conventional metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) of GaP nanowires
(13). The TMGa pressure ranged from 10−8 to
10−6 torr; the PH3 pressure was 10−7 to 10−5 torr.
MOCVD growth of GaP is usually carried out
in the presence of H2 carrier gas and with V/III
ratios typically 500 or greater (13–15). In situ,
there was no H2 but our V/III ratios ranged from
close to this value (100 to 300, referred to as
“high”) to much smaller values (down to ~10).
The growth rate examined here, 0.1 to 3 nm
min−1, is lower than for conventional MOCVD

Fig. 1. Growth kinetics of GaP nanowires under conditions of high V/III ratio. The instantaneous
growth rate is calculated from the interval between the addition of each bilayer. Inset are images of the
nanowires at the times indicated. Imaging is in the 〈110〉 zone axis so that twin contrast is visible. The two
twin variants appear as bright and dark bands in the image. Bilayers that were added with a twin
orientation are indicated by colored data points. Red points are transitions from the bright to dark twin
variant; purple points are transitions from dark to bright. (A) GaP nanowire (diameter 40 nm) showing
frequent twin planes, one every 5 to 10 nm. The growth rate fluctuates by a factor of almost 3. During
growth the temperature was 440°C, PH3 pressure varied between 8 × 10−6 and 1 × 10−5 torr, and TMGa
pressure varied between 4 × 10−8 and 8 × 10−8 torr. Time is given in seconds since gas exposure began.
(B) GaP nanowire (diameter 28 nm) showing increases in growth rate by a factor of 2 associated with the
presence of more widely spaced twin pairs. Growth took place at 440°C with PH3 = 1.0 × 10−5 torr and
TMGa = 5 × 10−8 torr. Time is given in seconds since imaging began.
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but is at the low end of the range for molecular
beam epitaxy of GaP (16–19).
Figure 1 and movies S1 and S2 show examples of nanowire growth kinetics measured during GaP growth at 440°C with typical high V/III
ratios: TMGa = 5 × 10−8 to 10 × 10−8 torr, PH3 =
1.0 × 10−5 torr, and V/III ratio = 100 to 200.
Growth under these conditions produced nanowires with twinned zinc blende structure, as expected from ex situ growth (15, 20, 21). The graphs
show the instantaneous growth rate, calculated
from the time interval between addition of successive bilayers to the nanowire. The most striking feature of the data is that GaP nanowires do
not grow at a uniform rate, even when the source
gas pressures remain constant. At intervals the
growth rate increases over a clear baseline rate by
as much as a factor of 3 to 4, with the accelerated
growth persisting for several bilayers. Moreover,
the accelerated growth periods are generally
correlated with the appearance of planar defects
in the nanowire. These defects may be single twin
planes or a closely spaced pair of twin planes. The
time at which each defect plane forms is estimated
from the image contrast (see supplementary text)
and indicated in Fig. 1.
To determine the growth kinetics as a function
of pressure, we varied the pressures of TMGa and
PH3 individually while still maintaining a high
V/III ratio. The results show no strong dependence of growth rate on PH3. This is unsurprising
because group V is supplied in excess, as in conventional MOCVD. The growth rate also shows
no strong dependence on TMGa pressure (fig.
S2), although this was hard to quantify because
of the fluctuations.
When we reduced the V/III ratio below ~100,
we found radically different growth kinetics. GaP
growth with a V/III ratio of 20 to 60 took place
with a large and hence Ga-rich droplet (Fig. 2).
The addition of bilayers occurred at remarkably
regular intervals (Fig. 2, A and B). The lower
V/III ratios produced relatively fewer twins than
were seen in the high-V/III regime, with only one
occurrence in Fig. 2. Examining a broader set of
data that includes several twin defects, we consistently find no measurable change in growth
rate when a twin defect forms. Furthermore, the
growth rate also appears insensitive to the TMGa
pressure. This is shown in Fig. 2C, where varying
TMGa pressure by a factor of 4 does not affect
the growth rate measurably. Instead, the key parameter determining growth rate in this regime is
the PH3 pressure. In Fig. 3, we show that the
growth rate is directly proportional to the PH3
pressure. PH3-limited regimes are known from
ex situ studies (22).
The local measurements therefore demonstrate two different regimes: (i) at low V/III ratios,
a growth rate proportional to PH3 but with no
dependence on TMGa or on crystal defects; and
(ii) at high V/III ratios (above ~60 to 100 at the
temperature used here), a rate insensitive to PH3
but with strong local variability that correlates
with the formation of twins in the structure.
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To derive a compact model that can provide
an overview of growth under a broad set of conditions, we neglect discrete aspects of growth such
as the nucleation event for each layer (5, 8, 23) and
the changing morphology at the growth interface
(11, 24). Instead we focus on the well-known differences in transport mechanisms for group III
and V atoms (25, 26). A brief outline is given
here, with the full derivation and a discussion of
nucleation and growth rate in the supplementary
text. For simplicity, we consider the limit of fast
diffusion of Ga along the surface and into the
catalyst, and negligible surface diffusion of P due
to its rapid evaporation. As discussed below, the
key qualitative conclusions are expected to hold
even under more realistic assumptions and should
be equally relevant to GaAs and similar III-V nanowire systems. We take the growth rate as proportional to the supersaturation in the catalyst relative
to the crystal. Because P diffusion is negligible,
the supply of P to the catalyst is proportional to
the PH3 pressure, pV, and the catalyst loses excess
P by evaporation as well as incorporation into the
crystal. In contrast, although the supply of Ga to
the surface is proportional to the TMGa pressure
pIII, much of this Ga reacts with P on the surface.
As a result, the surface acts as a reservoir at
chemical potential mGa = kT ln(apIII/pV), where a
is a surface rate constant (see supplementary text).
Thus, the effective Ga supply reflects the V/III

ratio rather than the TMGa pressure. We then
calculate the growth rate, finding
v¼

 

v
m
v0 ln bpV −
− lnðbpV Þ þ lnðgpIII Þ − x
v0
kT
ð1Þ
where v is the growth velocity, pIII and pV are
the pressures of Ga and P precursors, and mx is
the chemical potential of the nanowire (per
two-atom unit, up to an additive constant). The
temperature-dependent parameters v0, b,, and g are
not known, but we can already see one important
point: The growth rate does not depend on the
TMGa pressure and nanowire properties independently, but only in the specific combination
ln(gpIII) – mx/kT. Thus, a regime that is insensitive
to one of these terms should also be insensitive to
the other.
We can quickly see the essentials of the growth
behavior by solving Eq. 1 and plotting v/v0 versus bpV
and ln(gpIII) – mx/kT. Figure 4 shows qualitatively
distinct regimes depending on the gas pressures.
For high group V flux, the growth becomes
independent (27) of pV. This agrees with the experimental observation that in the high-V/III regime, the GaP growth rate is independent of
PH3 pressure. Instead, the growth rate depends
linearly on ln(pIII) – mx/kT (upper part of Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Growth kinetics
of a GaP nanowire (diameter 34 nm) under conditions of lower V/III
ratio. Growth took place
at 435°C with steady PH3 =
5 × 10−6 torr and varying TMGa. (A) Instantaneous growth rate, with
inset images showing the
nanowire structure. The
wire has a few twins, about
one every 20 to 30 nm.
During this experiment only one twin defect forms,
and it has no effect on
the growth rate. Time is
given in seconds since imaging began. (B) TMGa
pressure, as measured by
mass spectrometer during
growth. The V/III ratio is
indicated. The TMGa pressure varies by a factor of
4 without measurably affecting the growth rate
in (A). (C) Average growth
rate as a function of TMGa
pressure. The values shown
were obtained from the
data in (A) and other measurements on the same
nanowire at a higher TMGa
pressure. Error bars denote SD of the measurements of instantaneous growth rate at each TMGa pressure.
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The first term suggests a weak dependence on
TMGa pressure in the model; the second term
leads to a dependence of growth rate on crystal
defects.
In general, any defect or change in local crystal structure will alter the nanowire chemical po-

tential mx, as will other factors such as any change
in diameter, any change in sidewall surface energy, or any change in the angle the sidewalls make
with the growth direction. This latter effect arises
because of changes in the capillary forces applied
by the droplet and the sidewall (28) (supplemen-

Fig. 3. Effect of group
V pressure on nanowire
growthkinetics.(A)Growth
kinetics for the same GaP
nanowire shown in Fig. 2,
but now with varying PH3
and steady TMGa = 2.7 ×
10−7 torr. Inset images
show the nanowire structure. One twin forms during the experiment and
does not affect the growth
rate. Time is given in seconds since imaging began.
(B) PH3 pressure as measured by mass spectrometer during growth. The
V/III ratio is indicated. Note
the strong correlation of
the growth rate in (A) with
PH3 pressure. (C) Average
growth rate as a function
of PH3 pressure. Error bars
denote SD of the measurements of instantaneous
growth rate at each PH3
pressure. The dotted line
indicates that the growth
rate is proportional to the
PH3 pressure until the PH3
pressure rises to values
where presumably it is no
longer small relative to the TMGa pressure.

Fig. 4. Dependence of
nanowire growth velocity on gas pressures and
nanowire chemical potential mx, from Eq. 1.
Note the linear scale for
group V pressure pV and
logarithmic scale for group
III pressure pIII. Contours
of constant velocity are
labeled, with velocity increasing from lower left
to upper right. In the upper region, corresponding to high V/III ratios,
the growth rate becomes
independent of pV and
varies logarithmically with
pIII and linearly with mx.
At lower right, corresponding to low V/III ratios, the
growth rate becomes independent of pIII and mx
and varies linearly with pV.
www.sciencemag.org
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tary text). Ex situ observations (15) show that
untwinned GaP nanowires grow with {211} sidewalls parallel to the growth direction, and that
twins are associated with changes in both nanowire cross-sectional shape and sidewall structure
inclination (15). In particular, after a twin, the
nanowire grows for a certain length with inclined
{111} sidewalls (15, 29). It is difficult to disentangle the effects on mx of all the changes that
occur upon twinning, and indeed our model does
not address which feature of the defective crystal
changes mx and hence the growth rate. However,
the data in Figs. 1 and 2 do provide some clues.
An obvious possibility would be the twin plane
itself. However, because the growth rate enhancement persists for several layers, it is unlikely to be
an effect of the buried twin plane alone. Indeed,
the data in Fig. 1A hint that when there is a pair of
twin planes, the first twin is associated with an
increasing growth rate, whereas after the second
twin plane the growth rate decreases back to the
baseline. In (15), when a pair of twins occurs,
sidewalls with the opposite inclination form after
the second twin, returning the cross section to its
original shape. We therefore speculate that upon
twinning, mx and hence the growth rate may be
dominated by changes in sidewall energy and/or
inclination angle. (We have not confirmed the cross
section or inclined facets in our experiments because
of the limited resolution of the in situ imaging.)
For high group III flux, the model gives a
growth rate that is linear in pV. This low-V/III
regime is seen at the lower right corner of Fig. 4.
The linearity holds as long as pV is much greater
than the evaporation rate. Most important, in
this high pIII pressure limit, the growth rate becomes independent of both pIII and crystal defects or morphological changes. These predictions
match well with the observations in Figs. 2 and
3. In this low-V/III regime, the surface is acting
as a reservoir of Ga at high chemical potential,
with which the catalyst is near equilibrium. Thus,
any P arriving at the catalyst is efficiently captured and the growth rate is determined by direct
impingement of P atoms, and is therefore insensitive to other factors. The growth rate in this regime would remain linear in pV and insensitive to
defects even if we included an atomistic nucleation
process in the model (see supplementary text).
Although the model is highly simplified, its
most important conclusions remain valid under
more realistic assumptions and are equally applicable to other III-V nanowire systems. The key
requirements to explain the qualitative behavior
are only the standard and well-supported assumptions [e.g., (24–26)] that group V diffusion is unimportant relative to direct impingement and
evaporation, whereas group III comes primarily
from rapid diffusion over a relatively large area.
A third distinct regime is visible at the far left
of Fig. 4: If the pressures become too low, the
velocity becomes negative as the wire decomposes. However, even our low-pressure experimental conditions appear far from this regime, as
evidenced by Fig. 3C.
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The relationship between local growth kinetics and atomic structure, obtained through in
situ measurements during GaP nanowire growth
over a range of parameters, provides insights into
understanding the growth mechanism and the
requirements for the most precise control over
growth. A high V/III ratio is commonly used, but
we find local variations in growth rate by as
much as a factor of 4. These variations appear to
be correlated with changes in the crystal structure
associated with twin defects, and we suggest that
changes in sidewall configuration are an important factor. The key implication is that the growth
rate is very sensitive to perturbations, and such
sensitivity must be suppressed to achieve the
ultimate control over structure. We find that this
sensitivity is absent when growing at low V/III
ratios, creating a highly regular regime that may
be optimal for growth of complex materials that
include features such as narrow quantum wells or
arrays of identical nanowires. We can explain the
differences between regimes by considering the
asymmetry in the pathways by which the two
species arrive at the growth front. We expect our
conclusions to apply to other III-V nanowire materials such as GaAs, InAs, and InP. The assumptions underlying the model (surface diffusion,
evaporation, and solubility in Au) are common
for a range of V and III species. In addition, the
crystal structure and defect formation in all four
materials are affected in the same way by V/III

ratio (30), suggesting that the effects controlling
crystal structure must be general.
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Methane hydrate is an icelike substance that is stable at high pressure and low temperature in
continental margin sediments. Since the discovery of a large number of gas flares at the landward
termination of the gas hydrate stability zone off Svalbard, there has been concern that warming
bottom waters have started to dissociate large amounts of gas hydrate and that the resulting
methane release may possibly accelerate global warming. Here, we corroborate that hydrates play
a role in the observed seepage of gas, but we present evidence that seepage off Svalbard has been
ongoing for at least 3000 years and that seasonal fluctuations of 1° to 2°C in the bottom-water
temperature cause periodic gas hydrate formation and dissociation, which focus seepage at the
observed sites.
arge quantities of methane, a powerful
greenhouse gas, are present in the continental margin west off Svalbard, where
they are stored as marine gas hydrate (1–3). Because hydrate stability is temperature-dependent,
Arctic warming is a potentially major threat to
both the environment and the global economy.
If even a fraction of the methane contained in
Arctic hydrates were released to the atmosphere,
the effect on climate could be dramatic (4, 5).
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Water-column temperature measurements and
mooring data suggest a 1°C bottom-water temperature warming for the past 30 years (6, 7).
Numerical modeling of hydrate stability predicts
that such warming would result in the dissociation of hydrates in the shallowest sediments (6–9).
Therefore, the discovery of numerous gas flares—
that is, trains of gas bubbles in the water column
precisely at the water depth where gas hydrate is
expected to dissociate—was interpreted as the
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onset of submarine Arctic gas hydrate dissociation in response to global warming, which may
potentially lead to large-scale escape of methane
into the water column and ultimately into the
atmosphere (6). In order to assess the consequences of methane venting on ocean and atmosphere composition, it is necessary to establish
how the rates of methane emissions from hydrate
systems change through time (10).
The margin of Svalbard (Fig. 1) can be considered a model system to study a temperaturerelated gas hydrate destabilization scenario,
because water temperature in the Fram Strait
oceanographic gateway will be more affected by
changes in global atmospheric temperature than
elsewhere in the Arctic; therefore, any corresponding changes to a hydrate system should be
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